Swan's theorem [Pacific J. Math. 12 (1962) 1099-1106 determines the parity of the number of irreducible factors of a binary trinomial. This paper does the same for a binary tetranomial. When phrased in terms of the periodic portion of the factor-parity sequence, the result in several cases is comparable in simplicity to Swan's result for square-free trinomials.
Introduction
Irreducible (primitive) polynomials over the two-element field are widely used in applications to generate pseudo-random binary sequences, specifically, as shift register sequences [3] . Trinomials have been particularly popular choices in this regard, for they minimize the implementation complexity of the shift register. Similarly, binary tetranomials of the form (x + 1)p(x), with p(x) irreducible (and primitive), represent minimal-complexity choices for Cyclic Redundancy Check codes. In our earlier paper [4] , it was mentioned that binary primitives of this type appear to be more abundant than primitive trinomials-degrees 12 and 96 are the only known cases not having such a primitive of tetranomial type. Thus they could be chosen for low complexity PN (pseudo-random noise) sequences, in cases where a trinomial is not available, by adapting the shift register associated to the tetranomial.
Swan's 1962 theorem [5] gives a simple way to determine the parity of the number of irreducible factors of a binary trinomial, and hence gives a necessary condition (odd parity) for such a trinomial to be irreducible. In particular, it has the remarkable consequence that a binary trinomial with degree divisible by 8 cannot be irreducible.
In this paper, we give a complete extension of Swan's theorem to binary (squarefree) tetranomials. This fills in several gaps regarding the preliminary results given in [4] , where we primarily treated those tetranomial cases most relevant to the empirical portion of our study.
To set the stage, recall Swan's original result:
Theorem 1 (Swan [5] ). Let f (x) = x n + x k + 1 be a square-free trinomial of degree n over GF [2] , and let r be the number of irreducible factors of f (x). Then Note that if n and k are both even, then f (x) is a square; and if n is odd and k is odd, we may replace f (x) by its "reverse", i.e., replace k by n − k, to put ourselves in case (c) or (d). This follows since a polynomial and its reverse have the same number of irreducible factors. Now let n, a, b be distinct positive integers, and consider the binary degree n tetranomial x n + x a + x b + 1 = f (x). Our main result is as follows, where the four cases depend on the parity of n and on whether one of a, b (or of n − a, n − b) can be taken to be divisible by 4:
Consider the binary tetranomial f (x) = x n + x a + x b + 1, which we assume to be square free (i.e., one or three of n, a, b is odd). Let r be the number of irreducible factors of f (x). Then, (a) Suppose n is even, 4 divides n − a, and (n − b) is odd (i) n ≡ 0 (mod 8) implies r is even;
2 (mod 2) with the exceptions below. Exceptions: in (iii), (iv) the conclusion is reversed if exactly one of the following holds: a divides 2b; or 2b n and a divides 2b − n. (b) Suppose n is odd, 4 divides (n − a), and n − b is even. Let e be the bth term in the mod 2 power sum sequence for the roots of the reverse of the trinomial
(c) Suppose n = 4k, k a positive integer, a odd, b ≡ 2 (mod 4), and a > b
(i) if n ≡ 0 (mod 8) then r is even with the exceptions below;
(ii) if n ≡ 4 (mod 8) then r is odd with the exceptions below.
Exceptions: in (i), (ii) the conclusion is reversed if exactly one of the following
, and a > b. Let e be the nth term in the mod 2 power sum sequence for roots of the reverse of the trinomial
Comments: (A) Taking reverses into account, (a)-(d) cover all square-free cases. For instance, if n is odd, we can take both n − a and n − b even by replacing f (x) by its reverse if necessary; and then if both n − a and n − b are congruent to 2 modulo 4 we can take a > b without loss of generality. And, if n is even and 4 divides neither n − a nor n − b, we can replace f (x) by its reverse (if n ≡ 2 (mod 4)) to assure 4 does divide (say) n − a; and if 4 divides n and b (say) is congruent to 2 modulo 4, we can assure a > b by replacing f (x) by its reverse if necessary. (B) To clarify terminology in (b), (d): if F is a field and p(x) ∈ F [x] of degree n has roots 1 , . . . , n in an extension of F , then the power sum sequence S 0 , S 1 , . . . for p(x) has the kth term S k equal to the sum of the kth powers of the i . See (4) in the next section.
Background results
This section gives a number of results which will be used in the following section, in the proof of our theorem. See Berlekamp [1] for more details.
(1) As mentioned earlier, the binary tetranomial f (x) = x n + x a + x b + 1 will have square factors if and only if n, a, b are all even or exactly one of them is even. This is an easy consequence of the fact that there will be a square factor if and only if the GCD of f and f is unequal to 1.
and let D(F ) be defined by
Then F (mod 2) will have repeated factors if and only if D(F ) / ≡ 1, 5 (mod 8). Let r be the number of irreducible factors of F (mod 2). Then r ≡ n (mod 2) if D(F ) ≡ 1 (mod 8), and r / ≡ n (mod 2) if D(F ) ≡ 5 (mod 8). This result is essentially due to Stickelberger. Swan used it to prove his theorem by calculating the discriminant D(F ) of a trinomial F (x) in Z[x] explicitly. We shall not quite do this for tetranomials F , but instead calculate a sufficiently accurate 2-adic approximation to D(F ).
This follows from (2) 
with non-zero constant term. Then we have a power series identity
when S k is the sum of the kth powers of the roots of the reverse of F (x), i.e., the sum of the kth powers of the inverses of the roots of F (x). This is a straightforward calculation, facilitated by noting that F (x)/F (x) = (log F (x)) . We call the {S k } the power sum sequence for the reverse of F (x).
Then we can expand F (x) −1 as a power series:
Hence we get the identity
when S k is the sum of the kth powers of the roots of x n + x n−a + x n−b + 1. We will use ( ) to evaluate the S k for small k, since only a few terms in the power series product can possibly contribute to S k x k . This, in conjunction with (3), will give our results.
Proof of theorem
Proof. Case (a): n even, 4 divides (n − a), and (n − b) odd. Let n − a = 4c, and n = 2d. Then we have
Hence,
and since the i are algebraic integers, only some terms in the product survive mod 8.
since only one term contributes to x b (remember b is odd and n, a are even). Now, consider i
= 0 since no terms contribute to x b−a (b − a is odd, n and a are even, and b > b − a). On the other hand, if a > b, we get the same conclusion by applying ( ) with a and b replaced by n − a and n − b, i.e., working with the reverse of F .
If n is 0 or 4 (mod 8) then d is even so the last term in ( ) above is 0 (mod 8). Hence we get D(F ) ≡ 1 − 2db(n − b) (mod 8). Thus for n ≡ 0 (mod 8) we have that r is even since D(F ) ≡ 1 (mod 8), and if n ≡ 4 (mod 8) then r is odd since D(F ) ≡ 5 (mod 8).
When n is 2 or 6 (mod 8), we must also evaluate i<j
We have already determined that S b = −b. Examining ( ) we see one obvious contribution to the x 2b term, namely (−bx b )(−x b ) = bx 2b . If this is the only contribution, then S 2b = b and we have
This latter expression, using d 2 ≡ b 2 ≡ 1 (mod 8) and 2d = n, is congruent modulo 8 to 5 − n − 2b ( ) ⎧ ⎨ ⎩ so we have r even if n ≡ 2 (mod 8) and b ≡ 1 (mod 4), or n ≡ 6 (mod 8) and b ≡ 3 (mod 4); and r is odd if n ≡ 2 (mod 8) and b ≡ 3 (mod 4), or n ≡ 6 (mod 8) and b ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Examining ( ) more closely, we see that other contributions to the x 2b term can only come when we can write 2b = ka for k > 0 or 2b = n + ka for k 0. In the first case, we get a contribution of (−ax a )(x (k−1)a ) = −ax 2b and in the second case we get an extra contribution of (−nx n )(x ka ) + (−ax a )(kx n+(k−1)a ) = −2bx 2b , either of which contributes 4 (mod 8) to D(F ). Hence we get that the conclusion of ( ) is reversed if exactly one of the following holds: a divides 2b, 2b n and a divides (2b − n).
To summarize, writing b = 2j + 1, we have (i) n ≡ 0 (mod 8) implies r even; (ii) n ≡ 4 (mod 8) implies r odd; (iii) n ≡ 2 (mod 8) implies r ≡ j (mod 2) with the exceptions below; and (iv) n ≡ 6 (mod 8) implies r ≡ j + 1 (mod 2) with the exceptions below.
Exceptions to (iii), (iv)-conclusion is reversed if exactly one of the following holds: a divides 2b, 2b n and a divides 2b − n.
Note that if a > b then such exceptions in (iii), (iv) occur if and only if a = 2b or n = 2b.
Also, if b is fixed and n, a → ∞ with n − a fixed, then (iii), (iv) eventually hold without exception.
Case (b): n odd, 4|(n − a), and (n − b) even. Let n − a = 4c, and (n − b) = 2d. Then we have H (x) = 4cx a + 2dx b + n, which we can write as
Hence, and as before only some terms survive mod 8. We get (since n 2 ≡ 1 (mod 8) and 4n ≡ 4 (mod 8))
First consider i a i . Applying (the reverse version of) ( ) to evaluate S a , we see that since a is odd, and n − a, n − b are even (and n > a) we have S a = i a i = 0. The same argument shows that i b i = 0. Now to evaluate
) in the reverse case. We know S b = 0, so we need only evaluate 4d 2 − 1 2 S 2b = −2d 2 S 2b . Again we use ( ) (in the reverse case) to evaluate S 2b . Any contributions to the x 2b term must come from ways to write 2b as an (non-negative) integer linear combination of n, n − a and n − b. Since n is odd, and 2b, n − a, n − b are even (and 2n > 2b), n cannot participate in such a combination and we thus want to write 2b as a linear combination of (n − a) and (n − b). This means that S 2b is the coefficient of
which is the same as twice the coefficient of
But this last expression is the analogue of the LHS of ( ) for the trinomial x 2c +x d +1. Furthermore, it is only the parity of this coefficient of x b that matters, since we must multiply it by (−2d 2 ) and then by 2 and then evaluate mod 8. We must evaluate D(F ) ≡ (−1) n(n−1)/2 n · (1 + U) (mod 8) where U is the abovementioned (multiple of the) coefficient of x b , to determine r. Putting all of this together we get
where e is the bth term in the mod 2 power sum sequence for the roots of the trinomial which is the reverse of x 2c + x d + 1.
Note that e will be zero if d is even or if d > b-and hence will eventually be zero if n, a → ∞ with b, n − a fixed.
Case (c): n = 4k, a odd, b ≡ 2 (mod 4), a > b. Write n − b = 2c, c odd. Then we have H (x) = (n − a)x a + 2cx b + 4k, which we rewrite as
and as before only some terms survive mod 8. We get
First, consider i −a i . Applying ( ) to evaluate S a , we see that since b, n are even and a is odd, there is only one contribution to the x a term, so S a = −a, and hence
. Again, applying ( ), we see that (since a − b is odd and n, b are even, and a > a − b) that S a−b ≡ 0. Hence 2c
). We already know that S a−b = 0. Again we use ( ) to evaluate S 2(a−b) . Arguing as in Case (a), we see that contributions to the x 2(a−b) term can only come from being able to write 2(a − b) = b for > 0 or 2(a − b) = n + b for 0. The first would give a contribution to i H ( i ) of 4c 2 − 1 2 (±b) mod 8, i.e., 4 mod 8, and the second would contribute 4c 2 − 1 2 (±(n + b)), also 4 mod 8.
We need to evaluate D(F ) ≡ (−1) n(n−1) 2 n 1 H ( i ) (mod 8), i.e.,
where U is the contribution from the previous paragraph, i.e., from 4c 2 − 1 2 S 2(a−b) . Putting all this together we get (i) if n ≡ 0 (mod 8) then r is even with the exceptions below; (ii) if n ≡ 4 (mod 8) then r is odd with the exceptions below.
Exceptions to (i) and (ii)-the conclusion is reversed if exactly one of the following holds:
Write n − a = 2c, n − b = 2d with c, d odd. Thus we have H (x) = 2cx a + 2dx b + n, which we rewrite as
Hence, 
Consider first i a i . Applying ( ) (in the reverse case) we see that since a is odd, (n − a) and (n − b) are even, and n > a, we have S a = i a i = 0. The same applies to S b = i b i = 0. Hence we can now write
Now consider S 2a . Applying ( ) (in the reverse case) we see that any contributions to the x 2a term must come from ways to write 2a as a non-negative integer linear combination of n, n − a and n − b. As in Case (b), since n is odd, and 2a, n − a, n − b are even, and 2n > 2a, it follows that n cannot participate in such a sum and thus we want ways to write 2a as a linear combination of (n − a) and (n − b). This means that S 2a is the coefficient of
Similarly, S 2b is twice the coefficient of x b in this expression and S a+b is twice the coefficient of x a+b 2 . But note that ( ) is the analogue of the LHS of ( ) for the trinomial x c + x d + 1. The corresponding RHS will be k 1 S a x k where S k is the sum of the kth powers of roots of the reverse of x c + x d + 1. Thus, S 2b = 2S b , S 2a = 2S a and S a+b = 2S a+b 2 .
Consider the contributions of these to n 1 H ( i ). The term S a+b contributes 4cd
which is 0 mod 8. The term S 2a contributes 4c 2 n 2 − 1 2 (2S a ) which is 0 or 4 (mod 8) depending on the parity of S a , and similarly for S 2b . Thus, the combined contribution is 0 if S a + S b is even, and 4 if S a + S b is odd.
But now note that the S k satisfy a recursion mod 2, being power sums for roots of the reverse of x c +x d +1. Hence, S n +S n−2c +S n−2d ≡ 0 (mod 2), i.e., S n ≡ S a +S b (mod 2).
We must now evaluate D(F ) ≡ (−1) n(n−1) 2 n(1 + 4S n ) (mod 8). This gives finally
where e is the nth term in the mod 2 power sum sequence for roots of the reverse of the trinomial x c + x d + 1.
Concluding comments
As presented, these results might seem more difficult to apply than Swan's theorem on trinomials. However, they may be recast more simply in terms of the factor parity sequence associated with a family of binary tetranomials of the form f n (x) = x n g(x)+ h(x), following the treatment of the general case in [2] . The focus there is on the fact that the factor parity sequence is eventually periodic; the period and its starting point are constrained by various algebraic properties, but we have much sharper results in the present tetranomial situation. Suppose that one seeks degree-n irreducibles of the form (x n+1 + x n−2j + x 4k + 1)/(x + 1), for example. Our results imply that the period of the factor parity sequence is eight for this quotient; in particular, for n > 4k + 6j + 1, the periodic portion of the parity is as follows: In actual fact, the condition n > 4k + 6j + 1 combines cases in a way that overstates the true requirement. For the periodic portion, irreducibility here is generally ruled out for n ≡ 0, 3, or 6 (mod 8), as well as for the combinations n ≡ 1 (mod 8) with j odd, and n ≡ 5 (mod 8) with j even.
Interestingly, the corresponding interpretation of Swan's theorem often leads to a longer period for the parity sequence; it is clear from parts (c), (d) in Theorem 1.1, that the period for the family x n + x k + 1 (with fixed k ≡ 2 (mod 4) ) is a multiple of k, for example. Similar investigations of the parity sequence helped guide us in [4] in identifying interesting families of binary degree n irreducibles and primitives of the form (x n+1 + x n−2j + x 2k + 1)/(x + 1), the exponents here being chosen to represent the general squarefree tetranomial, up to reverse. In a sense, these irreducibles could be regarded as a generalization of the trinomials x n + x + 1 studied by Zierler in [6] , in that the zero-coefficients are all consecutive.
